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Abstract— In this work, we present several gap waveguide planar array antennas for millimeter wave point to point communication systems. The antennas are designed using groove gap waveguide, ridge gap waveguide and inverted microstrip gap waveguide technology. All these three antenna designs are based on the cavity-backed slots as the core radiating elements. There exists a coupling slot in the cavity layer which allows the excitation of the radiating slot elements using three different types of feeding waveguide section. The designed three antennas have 16×16 radiating slot elements and these antennas operate over 15% relative bandwidth from 57-66GHz frequency range with -13 dB reflection coefficient. The simulated directivity for these slot arrays are about 33.3 dBi at the center of the band.

Index Terms— Cavity backed slot-array, waveguide slot-array, corporate feed network.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fixed wireless systems operating in the millimeter wave frequency range are extremely attractive for high data rate wireless broadband. Such systems require novel antenna architectures both for the base station and end user terminals. In particular, the outdoor base stations need compact high gain and high efficiency antennas to compensate for the free space path loss, especially in the 60-GHz band where a strong absorption peak occurs due to oxygen molecules. Therefore, for such applications, low-loss planar antenna solutions are very attractive. Waveguide slot array antennas are expected to provide high efficiency and high gain even at mm-Wave frequency range due to lower losses in antenna feed networks [1-2]. Waveguide slot array antennas can be series fed type or parallel fed type. Series-fed slot array antennas have simple geometry but suffer from narrow operational bandwidth due to long-line effect [3-4]. On the other hand, multiple layer cavity-backed slot array antennas can have higher efficiency as well as wider bandwidth. Antennas around 75-80% efficiency and 10% relative bandwidth have been described in [5-6]. But the key challenges with multi-layer antenna structure are high fabrication cost and manufacturing complexity to achieve good electrical contacts among the feed layer, cavity layer and radiating slot layer.

To overcome this problem of good electrical contact and problems associated with mechanical assembly, the gap waveguide technology can be employed successfully. The gap waveguide technology presented in [7-8] uses the cut-off of a PEC-PMC parallel-plate waveguide configuration to control desired electromagnetic propagation between the two parallel plates without the requirement of the electrical contact. This is quite advantageous for the mechanical assembling of mmWave antennas when tolerance in fabrication process becomes a key factor at such high frequencies. Also, the Q-factor analysis confirms that the losses in ridge gap waveguide and groove gap waveguide structures are comparable to that of standard rectangular waveguide [9]. Therefore, the feed network losses will be quite low for gap waveguide antennas and the total efficiency of gap waveguide array antennas will be quite high. To date, several gap waveguide antennas have been manufactured at different frequency bands [10-14]. Also the gap waveguide technology is very suitable for RF packaging [15-16], which plays an important role in integrating RF electronics with the antenna.

In this work, we present different high gain gap waveguide antenna configurations realized by groove gap, ridge gap and inverted microstrip gap waveguide feeding network. All these antennas have been designed at mmWave frequency range.

II. ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS

In real gap waveguide structure, the bottom periodic textured has high enough surface impedance to create a stopband over which no parallel-plate modes can propagate. However, the textured AMC surface must also incorporate guiding structures in the form of ridges, grooves or strips to form the complete waveguide. As a result of the stopband, the electromagnetic waves can propagate along these guiding structures without leaking away in other directions. Different configurations of gap waveguide structures are shown in fig.1.

Fig. 1 Different Gap waveguide geometries: a) Ridge gap waveguide, b) Groove gap waveguide, c) Inverted- microstrip gap waveguide, d) Microstrip-ridge gap waveguide.
The intention in this work is to present several high gain antenna designs based on different gap waveguide configuration. The subarray unit used in all these designs is quite similar. The subarrays are shown in fig. 2. As shown in fig. 2, the antenna subarray consists of cavity backed slot layer in which the cavity is excited by feed waveguide by means of a coupling slot. The size of the subarray is about 8×8mm$^2$.

Based on these subarrays, three big antenna arrays have been designed. The 16×16 element array antennas are shown in fig. 3. The feed network for these three antennas have been designed based on three gap waveguide topology such as groove gap waveguide, ridge gap waveguide and inverted microstrip. The corporate feeding networks for all three designs are based on 3-dB T-junctions cascading after one another. In this way, all the subarrays in the big array can be excited in parallel with same phase and same amplitude which is needed for a lower sidelobe level. All these antennas are excited with a WR-15 rectangular waveguide and transitions from groove gap waveguide, ridge gap waveguide and inverted microstrip waveguide to rectangular waveguide have been designed. The conventional methods for manufacturing such antenna are metal milling and metal molding. But there are many modern low cost manufacturing technologies that will suit such planar surfaces with texture, such as die sink Electrical Discharge Manufacturing (EDM), Electron Beam Melting (EBM), multilayer die pressing, and 3D screen printing. Therefore, such antennas designed in gap waveguide technology have a large potential for millimeter wave applications.

III. MATCHING BANDWIDTH AND RADIATION PATTERNS

All these three antennas are designed to have good $S_{11}$ over the band of interest from 57-66GHz. The simulated $S_{11}$ for the ridge gap waveguide slot array, groove gap slot array and inverted microstrip ridge gap waveguide array are shown in fig. 4.
The simulated far-field patterns in E-plane, H-plane and 45° plane for the ridge gap waveguide array antenna at 58, 62, and 66GHz are shown in fig.5(a) and fig.5(b) and fig.5(c) respectively. The patterns for the groove gap waveguide array are very similar to the patterns shown in fig.5 as the radiating layers for both these antennas are very identical. As expected, we find that the E-plane patterns have some grating lobes. But the level still remains below the acceptable limit. The reason of the grating lobe is attributed to the subarray dimensions, which are more than one wavelength in both E and H-plane of the antennas.

The radiation patterns for the inverted microstrip gap waveguide is presented in fig.6(a) and fig.6(b). The sidelobe levels in this antenna are even lower than the other two antennas. This is because; the subarray size is little bit smaller for this antenna.

The simulated cross-polar levels for all these three antennas are quite low, in the order of -35dB. This is because, the slot dimensions are chosen in such a way that the higher order modes are not excited in the radiating slots. The simulated directivity of these 16×16 slot-array antennas are found to be around 33.3dBi at the center of the band. The aperture efficiency is about 90% for all these three antennas. Here in this work, only the simulated directivity for the ridge gap waveguide antenna array is shown in figure 7. The directivity of the groove gap waveguide and inverted microstrip ridge gap waveguide looks very similar also.
IV CONCLUSION

We present three multilayer fixed beam slot array antenna design based on gap waveguide technology in this work. The designed antennas have good impedance bandwidth and also good radiation patterns over the band of interest at 60GHz. The main feature of these gap waveguide antennas is the flexibility in mechanical assembly which will allow low cost manufacturing techniques to be used in slot array antenna manufacturing and will lower the overall cost of the mmWave modules.
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